Please note, due to TransTALK running on a Skydata network, TransACT does not
recommend this product to customers who rely on a dial back device such as
medical alert or other health monitoring devices, as the device will not be able to
dial out in the event of a power outage.
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Standard Form of Agreement – Skydata, 12-month minimum contract and
connection charges apply. Early cancellation fee of $200 applies. All prices are GST
inclusive. TalkWEB skydata network service is only available in selected areas to
homes that cannot access TransACT cabled, fibre-to-the-home or ADSL2+ services.
For technical reasons not all homes can be connected. The TransACT Skydata
network uses shared wireless technology consisting of several access points (cells)
on multiple towers and is a fixed wireless system with low latency. It is the nature
of wireless that speeds may vary depending on atmospheric and environmental
conditions. TransACT configures customers to achieve speeds up to 5Mbps with
typical speeds ranging from 1Mbps to 5Mbps. The exact speed achieved at any
given time will depend on a number of factors including the number of users
on the cell, the conditions imposed by the selected ISP, hardware and software,
internet traffic and the source of the download. National calls exclude calls to
special services, operator-assisted services, telecard calls, data calls and calls
made to the Christmas Islands, Cocos Islands and Norfolk Island. Timed calls are
billed at 1-second increments, 1-second minimum with a 39-cent connection fee.
*Call and ISP charges are additional where appropriate. †Free local calls are those
made to customers on the TransTALK and/or TransBIZ plans. ‡Technical support
is limited to TransACT products and services. Does not include ISP-related issues.
On-site technical support not available.
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Get more on the
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Phone and broadband from
only $54.95 per month*
TransACT’s Skydata network provides great value
phone and broadband services via canopy wireless
technology. This involves a wireless signal transmitting
from a radio tower to a receiver on your rooftop
through to a fixed port in your home.
This service is available to selected customers in
Amaroo, Charnwood, Dunlop, Franklin, Gungahlin,
Harrison, Ngunnawal, Nicholls and Palmerston.

TalkWEB		

$54.95 per month*

TransTALK AllTime phone plan
Up to 5Mbps download/1Mbps upload broadband
connection
Minimum total cost on a 12-month contract including
$299 connection fee is $958.40.

TransTALK AllTime phone service
TransTALK is a full phone service providing your local,
long distance and international calls. On the Skydata
network your TransTALK phone service is provided via
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), this means it is
delivered over the internet rather than the traditional
copper wire.
Benefits include:


free local calls to other TransACT phone customers†



t
alk to anyone in Australia and pay only $1.75 for
the first hour or $2.50 for two hours



3
7 cents per minute for calls to mobile phones
anywhere in Australia



g
reat international call rates available to every
international destination



c
aller-number display and caller-number display
blocking.

TransWEB broadband connection


S
urf the net faster and do more with your time
online.



ownload large files in a fraction of the time
D
compared to a dial-up connection.



Talk on the phone and surf the net at the same time.




C
hoose from our range of competitively-priced
internet service providers (ISPs).



Free technical support‡.

Choose your ISP
TransWEB provides a connection to the TransACT
network, allowing you to receive a broadband service.
To connect to the internet you’ll need to choose an ISP
on the TransACT network. ISP charges are not included
in your monthly TalkWEB fees. Grapevine, TransACT
and ActewAGL’s very own ISP, has a number of plans to
suit your needs. Visit www.grapevine.com.au for more
information.
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